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Abstract Industrial systems and equipment produce large log files recording
their activities and possible problems. This data is often used for troubleshoot-
ing and root cause analysis, but using the raw log data is poorly suited for
direct human analysis. Existing approaches based on data mining and machine
learning focus on troubleshooting and root cause analysis. However, if a good
summary of industrial log files was available, the files could be used to monitor
equipment and industrial processes and act more proactively on problems. This
contribution shows how a topic modeling approach based on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) helps to understand, organize and summarize industrial log
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files. The approach was tested on a real-world industrial dataset and evaluated
quantitatively by direct annotation.
1 Introduction
Industrial automation devices and systems such as robots, drives, machine tools
or distributed control systems produce potentially large log files. These log files
contain information on the actions the devices carried out and on possible issues
and problems encountered during the execution of the actions. This information
makes the log files an important source for troubleshooting, root cause analysis
or performance optimizations. Today, human experts usually start their analysis
from the raw log files. However, raw log files are an ill fit for direct human
analysis for various reasons: There are usually far too many events logged; there
is a large portion of very common events carrying no relevant information (like
program start/stop); events are ordered by time and not causality; log entries are
heavily customized to accommodate specific applications.
Data mining and machine learning are promising approaches to help human
experts in analyzing log files or to use the contained information in different
ways, e.g. to monitor equipment and production processes to detect anomalies,
to try to predict certain events, or to support root cause analysis. A problem less
investigated in the state of the art is the summarization of (potentially large) log
files, to gain meaningful insights into the logs.
Figure 1: Different event frequency in one-hour-bins from two factories.
Figure 1 is a real example, taken from two European factories, showing that
industrial devices can produce a lot of events per hour. In this case, the devices
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are industrial robots in those factories. For privacy-reasons, we changed the
names of the factories to A and B. Our log files analyzed for factory A contained
a total of 200,000 hours of robot operation across more than 150 robots in the
factory. For factory B our logs contained a total of 300,000 operation hours
across more than 250 robots. Both log files were collected over a period of
12 months. For most operating hours there are less than 100 events recorded
per hour (70% for factory A and even 90% for factory B). What is shown in
Figure 1 is that there are still many operating hours, where a very large number
of events are being logged per hour. For example, in case of factory A, there
were over 14,000 robot operating hours having 50–100 events per hour, and in
case of factory B, more than 8,000 robot operating hours where 50–100 robot
events were recorded per hour. The very different pattern numbers in the two
factories (robots in factory B tend to produce more events than robots in factory
A) shows that the content of robot event logs depends on the configuration
and programming of the robots. Given hundreds of robots in a single factory
and the large number of events per robot, this is a challenging cognitive task.
Reducing the data points to be observed by a human while monitoring the robots
or performing a root cause analysis without significant loss of information
would be of great benefit.
This contribution discusses the application of topic modelling with Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) with the objective to support human experts in
using log files in monitoring large fleets of industrial assets. The aim of
monitoring assets is to identify those assets that require special attention, e.g. by
maintenance or tuning. Specifically, we introduce a process for topic modeling
on industrial log files.
2 Related Work
2.1 Data Mining and Machine Learning on Industrial Log Data
Manual analysis of industrial log files is a cumbersome task and not surprisingly
there exists prior work in applying data mining or machine learning to support
this analysis. Mörchen (2007) introduces several temporal data models of which
two are relevant when modeling industrial event logs for data mining or machine
learning: The symbolic time sequence and the item-set sequence. A symbolic
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time sequence has nominal values that are observed at certain points in time and
several values can occur at the same time. To model the robot log as a symbolic
time sequence, the entries need to be transformed into nominal values with the
help of some preprocessing strategy. An item-set sequence is a time sequence
where each point in time is assigned to an item-set. Each item-set is a subset of
the entire set of nominal values. The symbolic time sequence can be considered
as a special case of an item-set sequence with item-set size of one.
A lot of prior work exists on mining log files based on statistical properties.
For instance, Zöller et al. (2017) analyze the correlation between events and
especially the distribution of the time lag between events with the objective to
predict failure events based on prior events. Laxman et al. (2009) use frequent
episode discovery algorithms to find sequences that contain common failure
types and thus help in the root-cause analysis.
Frequent pattern mining algorithms are often used to analyze industrial log
data. Folmer and Vogel-Heuser (2012) use frequent pattern mining to find
frequently co-occuring alarms to reduce the number of alarms in alarm floods.
An alarm flood is a situation in process plants where a high number of alarms are
presented to the operator at once and result in an information overload. Similarly,
Hadžiosmanović et al. (2012) and Czora et al. (2017) apply the frequent pattern
mining algorithm FP-growth to perform data mining on industrial log files.
Fullen et al. (2017) introduce a different approach based on item-set sequence
modeling and compare several distance measures including the Jaccard distance,
the Levenshtein distance and the TF-IDF, which are commonly used in text
mining problems, to measure the similarity of alarm floods. For all three
measures, the authors use the number of alarm types in the floods as basis
for the distance calculation. Applications of machine learning to industrial log
files is less common. Abele et al. (2013) use Bayesian networks refined by
machine learning to support the diagnostic activities of operators in industrial
plants. Atzmueller et al. (2017) use engineering data, in particular piping and
instrumentation diagrams, to learn a compact graphical model with transition
probabilities to detect anomalies in process plants.
None of the prior approaches addresses the topic of effective summa-
rizing, which would be required to support the task of monitoring fleets
of industrial assets.
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2.2 Summarization on Log-like Data
Chandola and Kumar (2007) worked on summarization of network data which
is structurally similar to industrial log data. They introduce three different
techniques to summarize network transaction data: Cluster-based summarization
and two iterative improvement algorithms (top-down-summarization and bottom-
up-summarization), using a score based on summary size and information loss
to improve an existing summary. The approaches are based on comparing
network transactions based on categorical attributes only (numerical attributes
are transformed by equal-binning). The application to robotics event data is
difficult, because compared to network data the individual events (transactions)
usually share very few common attributes. Robot events (and industrial events
in general) have only few attributes that can be compared across different events
and the concept of information loss introduced by Chandola and Kumar (2007)
cannot be applied to robot and many other types of industrial event data. Wang
et al. (2010) proposed a HiddenMarkovmodel (HMM) to summarize events with
short description length and high interpretability. However, the implementation
of HMM demands data finger prints, internal states of the system and domain
knowledge. Usually, this information is not readily available for data collected in
industrial processes and thus this approach would require considerable human
labeling effort.
3 Topic Modelling with Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Topic modeling is a machine learning technique which helps to analyze large
collections of unclassified text. Topic models (also referred to as probabilistic
topic models) use algorithms which help to identify thematic information
from large archives of documents (Blei, 2012). The topics delivered by
these algorithms emerge from the analysis of the unlabeled documents of
original texts. This enables organizing, understanding and summarizing large
collections of documents of textual information that would be impossible
by a human to annotate.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model for
collections of discrete data, which Blei et al. (2003) successfully used to generate
topic models. Following the notation of Blei et al. (2003), LDA assumes a
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fixed number K of topics in a document collection with D documents.Words
are the basic unit of the discrete data and indexed by {1, ...,V } and documents
are sequences of N words denoted by d = (w1,w2, ...,wN ) and a corpus is a
collection of M documents D = {d1, d2, ..., dM }. The basic idea of LDA is to
represent documents as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic β
is characterized by a distribution over the words. LDA assumes that a document
collection is drawn as follows (Blei, 2012):
1. K Topics are drawn from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution −→β k ∼
Dirv (η).
2. For each document d topic proportions are drawn from a symmetric
Dirichlet distribution θd ∼ Dirk (−→α d), d ∈ {1, ..., D}.
3. For each word w in each document d
• a topic assignment is drawn from the topic proportions
(zd,n |θd) ∼ Multinomial (θd) , (1)
• a word is drown from the corresponding topic
(wd,n |zd,n, β1:K ) ∼ Multinomial (βzd,n ) . (2)
Here −→α d is the prior information about the topic mixtures for a document and
−→
β k
is the prior information about the word distribution in topic k. A full description
on estimating the prior and the parameters of the Multinomial distribution
can be found in Heinrich (2008) and Wallach et al. (2009). Software packages
like Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) are able to chose these parameters
automatically. It has to be noted that the only observable variable in the model
is the distribution of words of documents while topics, topic proportions, and
topic assignment are latent. LDA analyzes a corpus performing a Baysesian
inference to compute the following posterior distribution:
p(β1:K, θ1:D, Z1:D,1:N |w1:D,1:N ) . (3)
Collapsed Gibbs sampling as described by Porteous et al. (2008) is an efficient
inference procedure with a time complexity in each iteration of O(nK). Sontag
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and Roy (2011) showed that exact inference – the process of finding the
mixture over the topic β1:K for a given document with a word sequence
d = (w1,w2, ...,wN ) is polynomial for small number of topics and NP-hard for
a large number of topics.
4 Topic Modelling Applied to Industrial Log Files
Table 1 shows an anonymized nine-second excerpt from an event log of an
industrial robot. Each row corresponds to a specific event that was considered
worth recording in the log. Some important characteristics of the data can
be observed. First, each row has a timestamp, but the recording of events is
not equidistant. The timestamps provide an order over the events. However,
the order is not unambiguous, since several events share the same timestamp.
Timestamps only capture a point in time and the events carry no notion of
duration. Second, the tabular structure is composed by a combination of a
fixed time-format and categorical columns (e.g. code, category) on the one
hand and free text on the other. Regarding the free text, the text is highly
standardized. For instance, the two lines with code 71439 share exactly the same
title and very similar descriptions.
Table 1: Example except from a typical robot event log.
Time Code Category Severity Title Description
03:25:12 71439 IO Warning Motors On rejected Motors On, via System IO,
was rejected
03:25:16 71439 IO Warning Diagnosing
Profinet-I/O Unit
I/O Unit X diagnostic data
on Slot Y
03:25:21 71444 IO Info Alarm in
Profinet-I/O Unit
I/O Unit X has send an
alarm on Slot Y
03:25:21 10010 Op Info MOTOR-OFF State The system is in the Motors
OFF state. ...
03:25:21 71439 IO Warning Diagnosing
Profinet-I/O Unit
I/O Unit X diagnostic data
on Slot Y
03:25:22 10011 Op Info Motors ON state The system is in the Motors
ON state.
03:25:23 80002 User Warning User Defined Error User Defined Description
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However, especially the description contains variables embedded in the text: For
example, in the case of the IO category, events, the identity of the exact I/O unit,
and the slot within the unit that triggered the event. This specific information
can be very important when resolving an issue on the robot system. The last
row in the table shows a user-defined event. These events have the event codes
80002 and 80004 (all 80002 event titles and description have been altered in
order to anonymize the analyzed event log). With user-defined events, the robot
programmer can define own events for a warning and for an error with his own
user-defined titles and descriptions. As a consequence, very different types of
events can be captured by events with these two event codes. Examples of such
events are problems in material supply towards the robot system or problems
with tools attached to the robot system. This mix of containing both structured
information as well as largely unstructured information (e.g. variables embedded
in free text) is very common for industrial log data.
In general, industrial log data is an ordered sequence of events with attributs
e = (ts, ca1, ...can, t x1, ..., t xm) where ts is the timestamp, ca1, ..., can are cate-
gorical attributes of the event and, t x1, ..., t xm are textual attributes of the event.
Summarizing such industrial log files is not very well supported today. From
the perspective of industrial practice, methods to summarize robot event logs
must meet certain requirements:
1. The method should be able to concisely summarize large sets of industrial
event log entries.
2. The method should not require labeled data, because upfront labeling of
raw log data requires expensive expert time.
3. The method should not require prior domain knowledge, because indus-
trial robots are used across various manufacturing domains and serve
very different purposes.
4. The method should be able to capture the usual problem situations present
in the data.
5. The method should follow a clear methodology to support applications
by domain experts instead of machine learning experts.
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4.1 Applying LDA on Industrial Logfiles
LDA does not require any prior labeling of the data or formal domain model, it
generates topic assignments only based on the observable words. LDA should
be also able to capture normal and common error situations present in the data,
because these should be reflected in the probability distribution of the events.
This section describes how LDA can be applied to logfiles given a fixed number
of topics K and a vocabulary V .
In order to apply LDA to industrial logfiles, it is necessary to define the
corpus (of documents) and the vocabulary in the context of industrial logfiles.
Following the temporal data models of Mörchen (2007), an item-set sequence
can constitute the corpus and each item-set corresponds to one document.
Item-sets can be generated by combining all events within a start time ts and an
end time te, where ts and te can be defined based on calendar time (e.g. days,
hours, shift start and end) or based on production information (e.g. start and
end time of manufacturing steps or manufacturing batches).
The vocabulary V defines the possible item in the item-sets or docu-
ments. Considering the data in Table 1, two general strategies exists to
define the vocabulary:
1. Text-based vocabulary: The vocabulary is created from the words in-
formation in the event log and is the union of the words of any subset
v ⊂ {cx1, ..., cxn} ∪ {t x1, .., t xm} of the categorical and textual columns.
The items (or words in the document) will be by the union of all the
words of all events between the start time ts and the end time te.
2. Event-based vocabulary: The vocabulary is created from the types of
event present in the event log. Two events e1 and e2 are of the same type
if for a subset t ⊂ cx1, ..., cxn ∪ t x1, .., t xm, e1(a) = e2(a) ∀a ∈ t. The
items of the item-set (or words in the document) will be the event types
of the events between the start time ts and the end time te.
Both approaches have their benefits and drawbacks. Using the textual information
like in the first approach might lead to easily interpretable topics containing
words in natural language. On the other hand, the fact that categorical information
often carries a lot more information than textual information is easily lost. In the
robot log for instance the code captures a very specific type of event that the robot
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manufacturer wanted to capture. At the same time, the textual information in the
title is largely redundant because there exists a 1:1 mapping between code and
title (except for user defined events) and even descriptions are very similar with
respect to the present words. At the same time, the description contains also very
specific data like the I/O Unit or in some cases even program pointer addresses.
Excluding this very fine grained, very divers textual information, for instancewith
the help of stemming and stop word lists, is very difficult. Predefined stop word




e[event_type] = e[code] + e[title] . Create Event Type
e.drop(code, category, severity, title, description) . drop columns not required
[(ts, te )] = (e[ts].truncate(day), e[ts + 1].truncate(day)) . item-sets border from
calendar days
return e, [(ts, te )]
end procedure
procedure LDA_Logdata (e, k, stop, [ts, te])
V = e[event_type].unique − stop . Create vocabulary and remove stop events
C = [] . Initialize empty corpus
for all ts, te ∈ [ts, te] do
d = e[ts > ts and ts ≤ te] . Select events in timeframe
d = d.groupby(event_type).count . Transform into “bag of events”
C.add(d)
end for
return LDA(C, V, k) . Execute LDA with generated Corpus, Vocabulary and for k topics
end procedure
Using event types as vocabulary lacks an easy interpretability, but captures the
domain knowledge encoded in categorical texts much better. In addition, event
codes often have a very clear and concise meaning to domain experts. For the
data set in this study we used an event type vocabulary. Algorithm 1 shows
in pseudo-code the robot log data specific preprocessing steps as well as the
generic steps required to perform LDA on industrial log data.
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4.2 Topic Modelling Workflow for Domain Experts
The LDA procedure described in the previous subsection assumes a predefined
list of start and end times to derive documents from the event log, a list of stop
events, and a fixed number of k topics. Selecting these required input values is
very difficult for a domain expert. We suggest the following iterative approach
to define these hyper-parameters:
1. Pick initial slicing of the event logs.
2. If the resulting corpus ...
a) ... contains less then 250 items-sets, then decrease slice size,
b) ... contains less then 100 item-sets with 75 or more items, then increase the
slice size, or
c) ... contains less then 250 items-sets and less then 100 item-sets have 75 or
more items, then the data is probably not suitable for LDA.
3. Train LDA models for k = 5, . . . , 100 with steps of 5 between each k.
4. Calculate and check topic coherence score.
5. If the domain expert is ...
a) ... satisfied with the topics for one k, then use the selected topic model, or
b) ... not satisfied with the topics, then...
i) ... review topics for noisy and redundant events and add them to the stop
event list and repeat training from step 3, or
ii) ... increase or decrease the size of slices considering the constraints from
step 1, if no more noisy or redundant events are present in the topics.
The recommendations or constraints regarding the number of item-sets and the
size of item-sets is derived from the investigation of limiting factors of topic
modelling with LDA by Tang et al. (2014). Their experiments on both synthetic
and real-world data show that LDA does not produce good results on a corpus
smaller then 250 elements and a document length considerably smaller then 100
words. In our workflow, we generate topic models with k between 5 and 100
topics. For each of the generated topic models the coherence score is calculated.
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Syed and Spruit (2017) introduce the topic coherence score as a proxy for human
topic ranking to examine LDAmodels. The topic coherence score can be defined
as a distributional hypothesis which conveys that words with similar meaning
tend to co-occur within a similar context. The coherence measures estimate
the probabilities P of word co-occurences based on segmenting documents
(word sets) into smaller pieces and calculate a confirmation measure P and
aggregate the confirmation measures of the top-n words in each topic. The
specific coherence measures CV used in the study shows according to Röder
et al. (2015) the best correlation with human topic rankings.CV generates virtual
documents by a sliding window of size 110 words, uses normalized pointwise
mutal information (NMPI) as coherence measure and aggregates the NMPI
of the top-n words of the topics by calculating the average. Details on how to
calculate CV can be found in Syed and Spruit (2017). The domain expert will
review only the topic models with a relatively high topic coherence score. In
the study based on the robotic data, this workflow has been very effective to
generate topic models summarizing the robot log data per calendar day.
5 Example Results and Evaluation
The approach suggested in the previous section was tested on a real-word
industrial data set. One year of data from more than 150 robots resulted in
2260 item-sets having between 8 and 280 events per item-set (24 events on
average). 105 item-sets contained more than 75 items. Thus, the requirements
of the workflow described in Section 4.2 where just meet. The size of the
dictionary was 388 event types, after removing 12 event types as stop items in
the iterative process described in Section 4.2. The topic models where generated
with Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) version 3.5 using the option to choose
the hyper-parameters α and β automatically. With help of the workflow from
Section 4.2 a topic number of k = 20 was identified as most suitable. In 50
experiments, the training of the 20 models and calculating the corresponding
topic coherence scores for the models took between 28 and 31 seconds in
a sequential execution (the experiments where run on a Windows 7 64-bit
machine with Intel i5 2.4GHz processor and 8GB of RAM). The training of the
individual models for the different k took between 1.1 and 3.3 seconds (average
1.6 seconds) and the calculation of the topic coherence score always took
below one millisecond. This performance was sufficient for an efficient usage
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of the workflow from Section 4.2 and could be easily improved by concurrent
generation of the topic models.
Table 2: Topic weights summarizing the logs of two robots for one week.
Robot A
Day T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18
1 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
2 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
3 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
4 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
5 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
6 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
7 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
Robot B
Day T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18
1 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .90 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .63 .00 .00 .00 .00 .15 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .12 .00
3 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .66 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .23 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
4 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .86 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
5 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .73 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
6 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .51 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .26 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
7 .02 .02 .02 .68 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
Table 2 shows the daily topic distribution from two different robots over a week
(the values are rounded to two digits). Both tables show a very distinctive topic
distributions over the entire week plotted. Table 3 shows the top events of the
two most prominent topics. The top three events of topic 3 are very common
and non-critical events like an opening of safety cage of the robot cell or the
start and completion of a scheduled brake check. The topic basically denotes
that the robot was in normal operation. For robot A, LDA assigned 68% of the
probability mass to this topic and spreads the remaining probability equally
across all remaining topic. Topic 5 denotes a problem with a tool attached to
the robot arm along with communication problems to a specific device. This
hints that there is a communication issue between the robot controller and the
attached device. This problem is persistent for robot B almost over the entire
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week. At the end of the week, the robot B seems to return to normal operation,
possible due to some maintenance activities while the robot was switched off.
This type of visualisation can quickly summarize the operational status of robots
over longer periods of times and help for instance maintenance managers to
plan and prioritize their efforts for the time when robots are not producing.
Table 3: Example topics with top 3 event types and probabilities.
Topic Top 3 Event Types Probability
Topic 3 20206 (General Stop Open) 0.335
10271 (Cyclic Brake Check Started) 0.076
10270 (Cyclic Brake Check Done) 0.076
Topic 5 80002 (Tool A Error) 0.185
71276 (Communication established with I/O device) 0.101
71058 (Lost communication with I/O device) 0.1
In order to assess whether the topic models generated using the proposed
iterative approach described in Section 4 are suitable for summarizing industrial
logfiles, we adapted a method suggested by Han Lau et al. (2014), namely direct
annotation of topic assignments. For this method, three domain experts were
presented 287 test documents together with the top-N words for the top-ranked
topic for each document. The domain experts were asked to assess the matching
of the top ranked topic for the presented document on a rating scale from 0 to 3:
0: If the topic is not at all present in the event log item-set
1: If the topic has very low relevance for item-set
2: If the topic is present in the item-set but not the most relevant one
3: If the topic is present in the item-set and it is the most relevant one
Table 4 shows the outcome of this assessment. Overall, for 161 documents,
the assigned topic was rated the most relevant topic for the document, for 70
documents, the assigned topic was rated as present in the document but not the
most relevant topic, for 51 documents, the assigned topic was rated as present
with a low relevance and for 5 documents, the assigned topic was rated as not
relevant. The arithmetic mean value of this evaluation is 2.34. In fact, about
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80% of the topic assignments were relevant or most relevant for the assessed
documents, whereas for only 1.7% of the documents the assigned topic was not
present in the document.
Table 4: Direct annotation of topic assignment for test item-sets.
Evaluator Rating 0 Rating 1 Rating 2 Rating 3 Test Documents
A 1 38 38 129 206
B 3 10 9 22 44
C 1 3 23 10 37
Total 5 51 70 161 287
6 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a topic modeling technique for analyzing industrial
log files with the help of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model and a workflow
suitable for domain experts to generate useful topic models. The subsequent
domain expert’s direct annotation evaluation showed that the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation model’s result delivered captured useful information about a real-
world industrial log file in a compact way. The proposed iterative approach can
certainly be useful in monitoring industrial systems and serves human analysts
as a decision support tool. Log file analysis using the proposed topic modeling
technique helps to identify the industrial system’s behavioural trend. Run-time
consumption was found to be well within acceptable limits which in return
supports larger timescale analyses.
The approach in its current implementation has several limitations that indicate
future research needs. We showed that robots can produce considerable amounts
of data on a smaller timescale than days. In our example data sets, such periods
were to infrequent to enable topic modelling. Data augmentation for industrial
log files could be an important mechanism to overcome this limitation. Second,
the approach is only able to capture information that is present in the training
data. In the current application this is acceptable, because the possible robot
event types are statically defined with programs of robots. In other cases or when
using a different approach to create event types, new event types might appear
over time. In this case, an online version of topic modelling without the need for
expert evaluation would be useful. Additional future research directions are to
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leverage the present natural language in log files to augment the summarization
for the human user, and a less heuristic workflow leveraging methods of
hyper-parameter optimization in order to require less expert input.
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